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AgAu AG Secures Angel Round at Strong Valuation
Swiss Silver and Gold Electronic Money System secures investment from high
profile bankers and commodity trading experts
Zug, SWITZERLAND: AgAu AG, the company behind AgAu.io: “The Peer-toPeer, Electronic Money System” aiming to issue tokens backed by silver and
gold, announced today the completion of a high-profile Angel Investment round
at a strong valuation. This investment round concluded a preliminary step to the
launch of the product expected in the second half of 2020. AgAu wants to be a
poster child of success for Switzerland by proving that the country’s
entrepreneurial spirit is still alive and well despite the hardship induced on the
world economy by the COVID-19 response from governments.
“Switzerland has a historic relation with gold and the country has long been considered
the safest jurisdiction in the world for privacy and private property. We are combining
3 of the major strengths of Switzerland: Commodity Trading (Gold & Silver), Banking
and Technology in one powerful idea: AgAu.” said Thierry Arys Ruiz, CEO and
Founder of AgAu.
Alongside to Mr. Arys Ruiz, top notch investors are backing-up the idea of
revolutionizing the world's monetary system: Mr. Nicolas Chikhani, former CEO
of Arab Bank Switzerland has joined AgAu as investor and board member, along
with other investors and advisors from Switzerland and the MENA region. The
other investors and advisors to be announced later this year are high profile
people from leading financial institutions and with deep knowledge of the
commodity trading business with expertise in gold and silver in particular.
“I am very pleased to have received the trust of what I consider the best people in the
industry to help accomplishing our mission” said Mr. Arys Ruiz founder and CEO of
AgAu: The Peer-to-Peer, Electronic Money System.
The company AgAu AG was founded in 2018 and borrowed its name from the merger
of the two atomic symbols “Ag” (for Silver) and “Au” (for Gold). AgAu plans to issue
digital tokens corresponding to the direct ownership of allocated silver and gold bullion
in Switzerland. AgAu aims to be the easiest way to transact the direct ownership of
allocated and redeemable physical LBMA quality gold and silver. The precious metal
shall be audited and secured in regulated private vaults outside the banking system.
AgAu´s mission is to increase the freedom of exchange of goods, values, and ideas,
while establishing a secure, stable, and decentralized money platform that will enable
everyone, to protect their wealth and execute payments worldwide. You can learn
more by reading the official White Paper at AgAu.io
We are inviting the community, investors, ecosystem and media partners to reach
out by following us on social media and expressing your interest.
Learn more about AgAu: The Peer-to-Peer, Electronic Money System
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